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Abstract:
Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) have been 
studied to alter surface functions such as tribology, wettabil-
ity, optical properties and bioaffinity. However, this method 
has difficulty in control of LIPSS since the principles and the 
phenomena have not been clarified completely. It has been re-
ported that LIPSS follow debris on a material surface due to 
the incidence and propagation of plasma waves improved by 
debris, hence, the short-pulsed laser (SPL) assisted by mechan-
ical processing was proposed to control LIPSS, and the effects 
of the surface geometry before laser irradiation on LIPSS were 
investigated.  The use of magnetic abrasive finishing and preci-
sion cutting is proposed to create micro/nano-grooves prior to 
the short-pulsed-laser irradiation. The subsequent laser irradia-
tion fabricated straight LIPSS with high aspect ratio on the pro-
cessed surfaces. The surface geometry prior to the short-pulsed 
laser irradiation is the dominant factor in determining the ge-
ometry of the LIPSS. On the other hand, an SPL capable of 
fabricating nanostructures is unstable for the creation of large 
scale shapes. The appropriate processing method depends on 
the scale of the demanded shape and structure, and it takes 
long processing time with the complicated process to create the 
shape and fabricate nanostructures on the surface. The hybrid 
manufacturing process with an SPL and electrochemical ma-
chining (ECM) was also proposed to fabricate multiscale struc-
tures effectively, that an SPL increasing electric filed intensity 
enables ECM to improve the processing speed and fabrication 
of nanostructures on the electrochemical machined surface. 
The effects of the hybrid process with an SPL and ECM on 
the fabrication of multiscale structures were investigated experi-
mentally, and the proposed method improved processing speed 
and fabricated multi-scale structures. 
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